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Dear Spiritual Friends, PASH…, IN LAK´EH…!

This month of the Male Goat (Capricorn), which loves the heights, the solitudes, the

silence, represents austerity, announces the beginning of the pilgrimage through the zodiacal

route of the inner realization for the most advanced of disciples. The sun shines in this

classroom of the Zodiacal Academy, accompanied by Pluto and Venus, giving us beautiful

lessons in the sacred knowledge for the human redemption.

. Let us take advantage of the messages from the Book of the heavens, legacy of the

wise ancestors. This is where they wrote the existential knowledge that guides humanity´s

spiritual ascension thanks to the presence of the High Initiates, true masters in the art of living

in magic and dynamic equilibrium.

The regent of Capricorn, Saturn, is in correspondence to the first chakra. It is a month

of austerity, discipline, meditation, prayer, of preparing and opening the way for the ascension

of that cosmic path in the internal, in the most intimate of the being, until reaching the solar

mansion, Leo, the 7° chakra. From there we begin the cosmic and internal descent until

reaching Earth again in Capricorn.

When entering the month of the Celestial Water Bearer, Aquarius, the 2
nd

task begins

corresponding to the first chakra: to dispel the darkness of fundamental ignorance with the

light of the sacred knowledge, with the study and application of the Universal Initiatic Tradition

contained in the Dharma, in the writing of Humanity´s Greatest Masters, and in the revealed

sciences in Nature and in the Cosmos. For this macro-microcosmic process, everyone should



consider the position of the 7 traditional planets in their natal chart, comparing them to the

corresponding planets of each zodiacal month. For example, in the month of the Goat, and the

Water Bearer, compare the position of the natal Saturn with the Saturn in Transit, to obtain

practical conclusions applicable to the personal path.

Another thing is the astrological calendar, that for us is a substitute for the empirical

official Gregorian calendar, and which marks the natural beginning of the year in the Spring

Equinox, March 21
st
. Is the external zodiac path, that guides our destiny in relationship to the

world, always comparing the natal chart with transits, stations, the lunar mansions, etc.

This is a useful knowledge for the most advanced disciples in the Initiatic Path. The

greater the Degree or Dignity, challenges and opportunities for spiritual Realization are also

greater; to keep ahead, you will need these keys. But all the Travelers have the possibility to

experience this heritage of our wise ancestors, that is, the Divine Science of Existence.

A fraternal greeting, with vows of health and goodness for all beings.

PASH… Al LAK´EN…

Your Brother in service, D. Días Porta

From the North Andes, at 27° of the month of the Goat, year 73 of Aquarius

In gratitude to the Kalki Avatar on his 105th anniversary. From the Maestre, the

Message, the Teaching of the Path, without the need to exalt the person. Let´s remember the

orientation the M. S. Maestre Avatar SRF gives to the disciples in his 4° Message of the series

The Great Messages:

Let´s say a word on Salvation. When one speaks about Salvation, this only means to

escape one’s state; it is the elevation from one domain to another (and to this explanation must be

given only a relative value).

The Human being returns to his origin only through the faculty that was given to

exercise his will, to activate his Free Will, to evolve according to Science and his Consciousness;

through this concrete formation, through this instruction, with this objective education, his opinion

is established; this is his knowledge, his wisdom; but besides this, his impressions, his



instructions, his aspirations, form a subjective part of his being, called consciousness to make

things easier, and it can be the Soul, the Spirit, etc.

Man has a nature that is comprised of 3 bodies, that will take the most diverse of

names, according to concepts and beliefs, but all fortunately, are in agreement in acknowledging

these 3 vital stages.

The physical, astral, and divine bodies must be kept perfectly, because they

interpenetrate and may cause damage. If man does not work sufficiently in his astral body, a

terrible moment awaits at the moment of his physical death, because his astral body is linked to

him through his material eyes, his low aspirations etc., and he cannot evolve and this is the

second death; in other words, the individuality that is enclosed within him, will be dissolved the

same as the physical body, returning all terrestrial form back to its same element. This is the loss

of an evolution… Not having accomplished his Mission, this parcel returns to its cosmic plane

(without memory naturally, though with valid experiences); the work has failed, and these cells

await a new impulse.

This braking of man can be rehabilitated if he makes the required effort: through

study, through spiritual progress, the being will build itself a body of light (astral) able to resist

the dissolution (to disassociate) in the moment in which the physical body dissolves itself;

individuality will have been saved.

From this fact is understood one of the necessities of this incarnated fight, which is

necessary to sustain and become better. The Salvation promised by different religions are states

of this consciousness after the death of the physical body, understanding that the terms death

and birth are not used with the common idea that is accustomed, because there are deaths that

cannot be seen, as well as births in the invisible.

--- It is necessary to be unattached, as challenges show us the vanity and transience of

these worldly goods, of all that which entered our flight, our sublime evasion: friendships, money,

love of unstable fickle women, reputation according to the judgement of malevolent people, of

jealousy, of envy; affections, these more or less unscrupulous, the same as perishable, transitory

things. At the base of all of these distractions that makes us deviate from the straight path, True

Liberation is delayed, the trials, pains, sufferings are prolonged; even more, disappointments

increase and bad humor. It is important to cut off all of these attachments that keep us in the

world of pain one by one: we have to dominate, discipline, and control ourselves; and thus, our



soul will irradiate contemplating the high luminous peaks, to which are penetrated through the

most sublime trails in the domain of the immortal…

Happiness is to free ourselves, not only from the webs of a dense society, that is too

materialistic, but also to overcome its instincts, its appetites, its impulses. As long as the body is

not tamed and definitively summitted to the spirit, its owner is subject to its passions. In order to

acquire domination over this animal avid for enjoyment, it is necessary to train, to cultivate,

exercise, reinforce its will through the sustained attention on elevated objects, based on an

inflexible code of conduct. We must have elevated purposes, speak righteously, take the

opportunity in our relationships to guide the least prepared, listen to the most advanced, and get

together with people with a sense of fraternity. Abandon everything that only has value through

illusion, to which our imagination is very sensitive. The world of sensations is the world of tears,

despair, and blood. We must cleanse ourselves of everything that, due to the deformation of our

imagination, we believe is real, even though, it is only shadows and darkness. We have to find

within ourselves the Universal Life, our stability, our invulnerability, and our balance.

The surest means is in the truth, that taught by Jhesú: “Look first for the Kingdom of

God and its justice, and the rest will be given as a consequence.” It is a fact, that with such

sentiments one cannot fail, but the lack of faith, is the cause of all evil; because following the Way

is going back to the passages of the Scriptures, and transforming from the letter into the spirit;

which is to say, to assimilate and impregnate yourself, to fully live the Christian teachings is to

enter directly in the Way of Spiritual Realization…

School of Andean Thought

Let’s remember the position of the Sun and what it represents: the word “Ti” means Sun, not

Inti as it is mistakenly said. The Sun is An-Ti, when it is born, In-Ti, when it reaches the

zenith; Qun-Ti, when it hides in the ocean, and Wa-Ti, when it stays invisible on the other side

of the world.

So, it is as if it works something like this: when the Sun rises at dawn: Rising Sun, An-Ti, this,

after recovering in the “Wa” plane (in the unknown). With full of energy, it begins to transit the

plane “KA” (Kay Pacha, of the known) to impregnate mother nature, fertilize the seeds, give color

to the leaves of the plants, and make life possible for her; then re-entering again the plane of

“Wa” where “it charges energy”, and then again returning to flower the Earth in the “Ka” plane.

Like this then, once the Sun is born, when it is found transiting the “sky”, in the middle point



between AN-Ti (rising sun) and the Qun-Ti (setting sun) it is called “In-Ti”, that is to say, the

Sun (Ti), which is located at noon, reaches its zenith and its maximum luminosity and energy.

Here in this point, where in allegoric form, the Sun represents Illa Tiqsi, this is understood as

the “Source of Eternal Light”.

This bigger deity or Supreme Energy, Illa Tiqsi, the Incas represent it through the Solar

Light of Noon, INTI; being this an allegory of the illumination of the Eternal Light (Illa Tiqsi).

From there the Sun (Ti) was one of the most important representations in the Andean

cosmovision, because the Incas adore Illa Tiqsi Wiraqucha as their “Giver and Maker of the

World”, and the Sun was his “face”, the representation of Illa (Light) for its splendor.

THE REVOLUTION WILL BEGIN IN THE GARDEN

A living species is a creative specie, a species that has created its surroundings to function

within it, and for it to be functional. The first living organisms completely changed the planet in

the Great Oxygenation. Plants have transformed the Earth in such a way that it makes it

habitable and breathable for all of the rest. In this process, plants are and create images.

Biology shows us a way for understanding creation as a result of a cognitive process that is

beyond-the-human, a neurobiology of plants that are presumed as sentient bodies in

interdependent relationships with their surroundings, capable of learning, and that respond by

building an imagery of possibilities. CONTINUES IN:

https://coleccioncisneros.org/es/editorial/featured/la-revolucio%CC%81n-empezara%CC%81-

en-el-jardi%CC%81n?fbclid=IwAR2oRhuGA8KtfNRJBmo51nTUjRVKA77hE3uTCGMG6VSInUbA

5aAaVBFhSPs

J.P Francolini. Summer Solstice, the solar zenith. Southern Hemisphere. The ancient peoples of

the Tiwanakotas and Tawantinsuyu, celebrate the summer solstice, as the day of Illa Teqsi

Viracocha quetchua, the Capac Inti Raymi, the Willkakuti Aymara. This means it is the

plenitude of the year, the Solar moment of its zenith, the highest point of the Sun. It is the

longest day and the shortest night, where the solar rays are poured over our crown in a

perpendicular straight angle. It is the Initiatic ceremony of the young men. The solstices are

masculine, and the equinoxes are feminine, it could be said. Unlike us, the northern

hemisphere, is in the opposite complementary cycle: the sun is born and begins, here in the

south we are at the half of the solar year. Ancient Andean astronomers, differentiated three

https://coleccioncisneros.org/es/editorial/featured/la-revolucio%CC%81n-empezara%CC%81-en-el-jardi%CC%81n?fbclid=IwAR2oRhuGA8KtfNRJBmo51nTUjRVKA77hE3uTCGMG6VSInUbA5aAaVBFhSPs
https://coleccioncisneros.org/es/editorial/featured/la-revolucio%CC%81n-empezara%CC%81-en-el-jardi%CC%81n?fbclid=IwAR2oRhuGA8KtfNRJBmo51nTUjRVKA77hE3uTCGMG6VSInUbA5aAaVBFhSPs
https://coleccioncisneros.org/es/editorial/featured/la-revolucio%CC%81n-empezara%CC%81-en-el-jardi%CC%81n?fbclid=IwAR2oRhuGA8KtfNRJBmo51nTUjRVKA77hE3uTCGMG6VSInUbA5aAaVBFhSPs


different types of Sun, being “Ti” sun. the Anti, corresponds to the solar dawn, to the east, the

first Era. The Inti is noon and the zenith, the second Era, and last is the Qunti, sunset, in the

west, the third Era. There the Sun sinks into the origin, to return vivified in a new Anti.

Synchronizing.

THE PARABLE OF THE EMPTY BOTTLE

A monk decided to meditate alone, away from his monastery. He took the boat to the

middle of the lake, moored it there, closed his eyes, and began meditating. After some hours of

silence, he felt the sudden bump of another boat against his.

With his eyes still closed, he felt his anger increase. He was ready to yell at the boatman

that so carelessly had perturbed his meditation. But, when he opened his eyes, he was

surprised to see that it was an empty boat that had bumped his. It had probably untied and

floated into the center of the lake.

In that moment, the monk had a revelation. He understood that anger was inside

himself; he just needed a bump from an external object to take it out of himself. From then on,

every time that he found someone that made him irritated, he reminded himself, that the other

person was no more than an empty boat: the anger was inside of him…!

WAKAN TANKA, GREAT SPIRIT… Teach me how to trust my Heart, my Mind, my Intuition,

my Interior Knowledge, the Senses of my body, the Blessings of my Spirit. Teach, so I can enter

into my Sacred Space and to love beyond my fears, and in this way, walk in Balance with the

step of each Glorious Day. Lakota Prayer.

A NEW HUMANITY IS BORN, chant https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCV3m7y67jI

HEART AND MIND FESTIVAL. 2020. M. RUFINO SPEAKS AND ARVOL LOOKIN HORSE (at the

end) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndXAeRoynck.

SURPRISING GERMAN DOCUMENTARY ON THE INCAS:

https://perufolklorico.blogspot.com/2020/12/cine-productora-alemana-difunde.html?fbclid=I

wAR2teH2evwFmVzUwdwSywBS_GMsv_6q6JoDfEH1dyVWp5h7M3xNr-zsT3NI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCV3m7y67jI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndXAeRoynck
https://perufolklorico.blogspot.com/2020/12/cine-productora-alemana-difunde.html?fbclid=IwAR2teH2evwFmVzUwdwSywBS_GMsv_6q6JoDfEH1dyVWp5h7M3xNr-zsT3NI
https://perufolklorico.blogspot.com/2020/12/cine-productora-alemana-difunde.html?fbclid=IwAR2teH2evwFmVzUwdwSywBS_GMsv_6q6JoDfEH1dyVWp5h7M3xNr-zsT3NI


202I CALENDAR FOR ASTRONOMIC PHENOMENA OF EACH MONTH:

https://wradio.com.mx/radio/2020/12/16/sociedad/1608157737_739438.html?fbclid=IwAR3

5BhTDtnr-KDQL9QvEnorpHgRZCBWLbFDigXqzv6266rH38lT5BlI3cE4

MAYAN NUMBER, A MARVEL:

https://www.mexicodesconocido.com.mx/numeros-mayas-una-maravilla-matematica.html

https://wradio.com.mx/radio/2020/12/16/sociedad/1608157737_739438.html?fbclid=IwAR35BhTDtnr-KDQL9QvEnorpHgRZCBWLbFDigXqzv6266rH38lT5BlI3cE4
https://wradio.com.mx/radio/2020/12/16/sociedad/1608157737_739438.html?fbclid=IwAR35BhTDtnr-KDQL9QvEnorpHgRZCBWLbFDigXqzv6266rH38lT5BlI3cE4
https://www.mexicodesconocido.com.mx/numeros-mayas-una-maravilla-matematica.html

